FY2010‐2011 – AVCAL End of Year Review
Research capability
The ongoing development of the AVCAL database is bearing fruit through improved data and
research to support our advocacy efforts. We have entered into a new three‐year partnership with
Ernst & Young to produce our Yearbook; Pacific Strategy Partners to develop our annual deal metrics
report; Capital IQ to produce the Market Observations Report;and Preqin to develop the Australian
Investor Outlook. Our new strategic partnership with Cambridge Associates to produce Australian
quarterly benchmark reports has been receiving positive coverage in the news and improving the
local industry’s visibility among local and international LPs.
Engagement with local academia has been stepped up, with the introduction of two research prizes
and an annual research roundtable. AVCAL continues to work on various in‐house research projects,
including a study on the performance of PE‐backed IPOs which was released recently and received
extensive and positive coverage in the media. We are also continuing to explore opportunities with
potential new partners interested in research partnerships with AVCAL, and in commissioning new
research on the contribution of PE to economic productivity in Australia.

Professional Development
While our PE101 seminars are popular with many new to the industry, our CFO Forums are proving
highly valuable to CFOs from GPs across the entire membership, by providing insights into the range
of risks currently facing them and the opportunity to interact with counterparts and industry
experts. Our sell‐out annual PE Boot Camp addresses relevant and topical industry issues during a
series of presentations from professional educators and practitioners. We have some exciting new
developments on the horizon on the training front and I’ll mention these through the monthly e‐
newsletter.
“I was very impressed the construct of the presentation, the knowledge of the presenter and the case
studies. Very worthwhile to attend. Keep them coming, thanks.”
Local GP, AVCAL member and NSW PE101 participant.

Annual conference
The 2010 AVCAL Conference was hailed “the best ever”, but we hope to go one step further as we
put the final touches to the 18th AVCAL Annual Conference to be held on the Gold Coast from 20‐22
September 2011. This event attracts key people from across our industry both nationally and
internationally and provides an unparalleled opportunity to hear first‐hand about latest trends and
developments and to network with your peers and colleagues.
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“I go to a lot of these conferences around the world and your particular team, in Australia, delivers
an exceptional experience which exceeds all others. The level of professionalism and the value you
deliver (in content, data, literature, etc.) for your membership is extraordinary. I wanted to be sure I
expressed what I have “thought” many, many times while attending your forums.”
International GP, AVCAL member and AVCAL 2010 Conference Delegate.

Environmental, Social and Governance issues and other global impacts
The important issue of ESG has been a key aspect of our liaison with international counterparts and
we continue to keep AVCAL members up to speed with developments in ESG policy in our industry.
AVCAL CEO Katherine Woodthorpe recently presented in conjunction with international
counterparts at the PRI conference in New York. AVCAL is also working on international issues such
as the implications of the Dodd‐Frank legislation in the US and the Alternative Investment Fund
Managers’ Directive in the EU. As a member of IPEV, AVCAL is working with an international working
group to update the international reporting guidelines.

Increased stakeholder engagement
AVCAL’s enhanced governance structure and member engagement model, with its new committees
and working groups under the AVCAL Council, is continuing to strengthen and grow. We are now
able to better target issues and more readily develop responses to reflect the needs of all of our
members. Our membership base has grown by an average of 7.7 per cent over the past four years.
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Large Buyout including International Members
For our large buyout members, whether domestic or regional, we have stepped up our policy and
advocacy efforts on taxation on a number of fronts over the past year with Treasury, the ATO and
various Ministerial offices. These include negotiations with the ATO over draft determinations D7
and D8 relating to source and tracing (being carried out in conjunction with the Institute of
Chartered Accountants) and ongoing negotiations with the Board of Taxation for their review into
collective investment vehicles and implementation of the MIT CGT regime. Our lobbying efforts are
being bolstered by our newly appointed Communications Manager, Stuart Snell, to help coordinate
and leverage media engagement, and, longer term, to redress some of the misperceptions of our
industry.
We have also continued our successful series of media briefings with a range of business journalists,
with both domestic and regional large buyout members taking part.

Growth Funds
For the Growth sector, AVCAL has created a new stakeholder committee (see structure above) to
better target the needs of this segment of our industry. The committee’s role is a strategic one,
specifically to develop a community to address the needs of this important segment of the private
equity industry. We held a well‐received Growth Forum event earlier this year, our first such event,
and plan to do more of these over the next year. Growth funds will be a specific focus in a session at
the 2011 AVCAL Conference, within the buyout stream. Just last month, in conjunction with partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers, we held a media roundtable event with various journalists from The Age
and a number of our Growth members and some of their portfolio companies, to discuss some of
our success stories.
The Growth funds now have a representative on each of the key working groups of AVCAL such as
the conference, legal and tax and members services committees.

Venture Capital
On behalf of our VC membership, we were pleased to see just this month the Government succeed
in passing legislation for the new R&D tax credit, in line with the recommendations of our Innovation
Review submission and associated lobbying. AVCAL also welcomed the much awaited IIF evaluation
report by UK Professor Gordon Murray, to which AVCAL’s research team in particular contributed
heavily. We are continuing our active lobbying in relation to innovation funding as the IIF program
draws to an end. In 2010, after consulting with LPs, AVCAL and the VC Working Group submitted
three alternative potential Government‐backed funding models that could help bolster Australian
innovation. A recent study by Prof. Murray, endorsed one of the models that were proposed to the
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Government, as having been a successful approach overseas. We were disappointed that the
Government did not recognise the importance of continuing support to the VC industry as a key
enabler of commercialising the $6B R&D that taxpayers fund. Nevertheless we remain undaunted
and continue to lobby the Government and Treasury to put a new program into place to replace the
IIF.
This year, we developed and delivered the first VC101 program, presented by leading practitioners in
Melbourne which received excellent feedback.

Limited Partners
For our LP members, we continue to interact with and bring together investors and fund managers
through a variety of events and forums, including an LP‐only lunch in March 2011 in Melbourne, in
addition to the provision of research publications and industry news and developments.
Through our Professional Standards and Development Working Group AVCAL continues to promote
continuous improvements of standards of reporting and valuations. We provide various guidelines
and templates to ensure high standards and consistency in line with our obligations under IPEV. We
are working to develop professional development programs that underpin AVCAL standards such as
the recent valuations workshop. In addition, in conjunction with the ESG Working Group we are
developing a corporate governance code for PE. AVCAL continues to be a contributing member of
the International Private Equity Valuations Board (IPEV) and has a representative on the Board. Our
annual Excellence in Reporting Award, judged by an LP panel, is an example of how we help to
improve industry reporting standards.

Service Providers
We recognise and respect the important part that service providers play in the PE/VC ecosystem. As
a benefit to our service provider members we are continuously seeking ways to increase their
exposure to fund managers. This is primarily achieved by partnering with them across the full range
of professional development and networking functions which provide opportunities to develop
closer engagement and alignment with the GPs. Service providers are pivotal in providing us with
resources, intellectual input and facilities for AVCAL meetings, networking events and professional
development programs. Their input through the working group structure has given them a stronger
voice in developing and delivering member benefits.
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Summary of AVCAL activities for 2010‐2011 financial year
Submissions

 Board of Taxation’s review of Collective
Investment Vehicles (March 2011)
 Implementation of MIT regime
 D7/D8 draft determinations on source and
tracing
 PEGCC/AVCAL Comment Letters on the UAE &
Kuwait Regulations
 Employee shares and options letter to Minister
Carr (we never give up!)

Research and industry publications
Policy meetings – government and regulators

10 publications
Meetings with PM, Ministers Carr, Shorten,
Crean, Sherry, Bowen, ASIC, ATO, Treasury,
DIISR, DRET, Austrade. Opposition: Abbott,
Mirabella, Hockey, Fletcher, Cormann
100+
5
12 media releases and 4 letters/commentaries
(Including 6 releases and 1 letter in June alone)
50+
4

One‐on‐one member meetings
Media briefings
Media releases and letters/commentaries
Media enquiries responded to
Council meetings
Stakeholder Committee meetings
‐ Growth PE
‐ Buyout
‐ Venture Capital
‐ LP
‐ Communications
Working Group meetings
‐ Conference
‐ CFO
‐ ESG
‐ Member Services
‐ Professional Standards &Development
‐ Research
Professional development programs
‐ PE101
‐ VC101
‐ PE Boot Camp
‐ Growth Forum
‐ ESG Forum
‐ CFO Forum
National Networking events
‐ Annual conference

3
1
4
1
3
9
4
2
3
1
4
9
1
1
1
1
1
1
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‐ United Malt Holdings case study series
‐ Peplin Case Study series
‐ Networking dinner with Peter Wiggs
‐ Networking lunches
‐ Valuations webinar
‐ Partner only networking events
Executive (industry) forums
Industry liaison (domestic)

Industry liaison (international)

Newsletters

2
2
1
4
1
2
5
Tax Institute, Institute of Chartered Accountants
of Australia, Financial Services Industry
Partnership (ATO and financial services industry
associations), Infrastructure Australia, Property
Council, Infrastructure Partnerships Australia
EVCA (Europe), PEGCC (US PE), NVCA (US‐VC),
BVCA (UK), Coller Institute (London), UNPRI,
EMPEA (emerging markets), ILPA (institutional
LPs), CVCA (Canada), HKVCA (Hong Kong),
ABVCAP (Brazil)
12
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